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From Lilac Co.
Sound Design by Bob Jones
Art Direction/Set Design by Jonas Kyle
Stage Manager: Tyler Mashek
Lighting by Antígona González and Joe D’Emilio
Costumes by Ali of ANobleSavage
Written & Co-Directed by Sean Edward Lewis
Co-Directed by Eimi Imanishi
Assistant Director: James Gittens

Featuring
Unique Jenkins & Sean Lewis

Program Notes: This is a new work-in progress by Lilac Co. — and the 6th Chapter of this episodic work developed since the spring of 2017. In the MAGIC AGENCY, a group (cult?) performs psychic recoveries of fragmented people as party entertainment, helping people rescue their “lost selves”. In Chapter 6 Eduardo Shane Condor (played by Sean Lewis), is visited by Truday-Tish (played by Unique Jenkins) — a far-future (750 light-years) member of the Magic Agency (M.A. or MA has it has come to be known). Truday-Tish has travelled back in time, to a dystopian post-Trump dumpster fire New York, to save the planet from destruction.

Unique was born and raised in Los Angeles, California, and studied at the Theatre Academy Conservatory. She has played in a leading webseries called Away, in numerous short films including Get In which will premier at Sundance in 2019, and in several plays and commercials for Shea butter, Truth, Soundcloud, Ogilvy, TFL, Facebook and more. She recently closed a play at the New York 2019 Winterfest called Good Friday: Apocalyptic Tragedy, in which she played Lewie Wrightman. She also played Marsha P. Johnson at the Historical Homos book launch event in Greenwich Village. This will be her 4th theatrical production since she moved to New York. She is honored and blessed to be apart of this groundbreaking project and would like to dedicate her performances to the lost souls.

Eimi Imanishi is a screenwriter and film director based in New York. She directed two award-winning short films: Battalion to My Beat, which screened at the Toronto International Film Festival and won the Canal+ Award for Best International Short at Clermont-Ferrand in 2017, and One-Up, which won Best Narrative Short at Indie Memphis and was released online as a Vimeo Staff Pick film where it won Short of the Week. Imanishi was supported at the 2018 Sundance Institute Directors and Screenwriters Labs, and the Film Independent Directors Lab of the same year. She is a 2019 Time Warner Fellow.
Tyler Mashek is a stage manager and musician based out of NYC. This is his second
time working with Lilac Co. He has worked on numerous productions including The
Box NYC’s weekly variety show, Off-Broadway’s The Imbible, and surrealist carnival
Forever Festival. Tyler holds a masters degree in Percussion Performance from New
York University.

Jonas Kyle is co-founder/owner of Spoonbill & Sugertown in Brooklyn that specializes
in used, rare, and new books on contemporary art, architecture, and design fields -
where they “handpick thousands of books every month for their voracious clientele.”
Kyle writes poetry, fiction, and plays; has a degree in Ancient Greek, and lives in the
east village with his wife and 2 kids.

Bob Jones is a composer and multi-instrumentalist who lives and works in Brooklyn.
He received a Bachelors degree in Double Bass performance from Michigan State
University. Equally at home in the genres of rock, classical, folk, and jazz, Bob has
appeared on dozens of albums and has toured extensively in the United States and
Europe. He has collaborated with a wide range of artists including Gunther Schuller,
Tara Jane O’neil, Mirah, Frankie Rose, Fergus and Geronimo, and Eternal Tapestry. His
band Eaters debut album is being released this spring on Driftless records.

For more than 20 years Ali Richmond of A Noble Savage artistry has shaped and
influenced culture in music, fashion and art. His eight page layout in Man of the World
magazine Issue No.2 showcased the brilliance of his mind’s eye in building amazing
installations of art and fashion crafted in his Brooklyn Studio- the home of his well
attended blog. From having a production deal with Dr. Dre in the late 90’s to being
featured in Kathleen Hackett’s Brooklyn Interiors (Rizzoli, 2016) Ali is dynamic source
of inspiration and a well of knowledge.

Joe D’Emilio is a New York based lighting designer. Recent NYC credits: Aftershocks,
A Lovely Damaged Quality (New York Theatre Festival), Siren’s Den (Miller-Coffman Productions) and Danza Debuts (United Palace of Cultural Arts). Ray of Light Theatre:
Hedwig and the Angry Inch, Lizzie (TBA Award), The Wild Party, Heathers the Musical,
Triassic Parq (TBA Award), and Carrie. Other Bay Area credits: West Side Story
(Broadway By the Bay), Bye Bye Birdie, The Full Monty (Contra Costa Musical Theatre).
Joe also tours as the Lighting Director for the circus company Cirque Mechanics, and
works at NYC venues National Sawdust, the Met Museum and The Box. Joe holds a
BA Degree in Technical Theatre and Design from San Francisco State University, and
is a proud member of United Scenic Artists Local 829. joedemilio.com

Sean Lewis is a playwright and a performer and founder of Brooklyn, NY based Lilac
CO. founded in 2007. Recent works by Lewis have been presented at Triangle Arts
Association, New York (2017), The Roy Hart Institute, Maleragues, France (2017);
Collapsible Hole, New York (2017); the Segal Center’s PRELUDE Festival, New York
(2016); The Segal Center’s International Festival on Theatre and Performance, New
York (2017), Pantheatre Myth and Theatre Festival, Paris (2014); the Public Theater’s
Under The Radar Festival, New York (2014); and Joe’s Pub at The Public Theater, New

Special Thanks to Mia Yoo, Nicky Paraiso, the La MaMa staff and crew, Claire Campbell,
Sarah Casey, Sarah Francois, Jim Fletcher, Randy Fertel, Fred Stuart, Mark Gowers,
Tuomas Korpjaakko, Steven Pisano, Jazz n’ Print, Scot Lavare, Demetry Siafakas,
Grace Zandarski, Tom Seller, Kevin Hsieh, Clay McBride, Triangle Arts Association.
La MaMa's historic, landmark building at 74 East 4th Street is undergoing an urgently needed complete renovation and restoration to preserve the historic façade, create building-wide ADA accessibility, and provide much needed performance, exhibition and community space for decades to come.

La MaMa, founded by Ellen Stewart in 1961, has been on east 4th Street since 1967. La MaMa embraces every person in its community and is legendary as the place where new artists of all nations, cultures, races, and identities are given opportunities. It is the place where art begins.

To learn more about the renovation, or to make a donation please visit www.lamama.org/remakeaworld
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If You Like It, Share It
We want to hear from YOU!

SEARCH FACEBOOK.COM:
LA MAMA EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE CLUB

SEARCH INSTAGRAM: @LAMAMAETC
SEARCH TWITTER: @LAMAMAETC

Visit lamama.org or Call 212-352-3101

NOW PLAYING

Generation NYZ
January 24 - February 3, 2019
Ellen Stewart Theatre

La MaMa Kids
Workshop with Ping Chong + Co.
February 3, 2019 at 12:30
47 Great Jones
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January 31 - February 3, 2019
The Downstairs

City of No Illusions
February 8 - 24, 2019
The Downstairs

China Fringe Theater Festival
The Dictionary of the Soul
February 8 - 9, 2019
Ellen Stewart Theatre

COMING SOON

China Fringe Theater Festival
Two Dogs
February 10 - 11, 2019
Ellen Stewart Theatre

China Fringe Theater Festival
The Story of Xiaoyi
February 15 - 16, 2019
Ellen Stewart Theatre

Brooklyn United Live!
February 21 - March 3, 2019
Ellen Stewart Theatre

Dying in Boulder
February 28 - March 17, 2019
The Downstairs

55 Shades of Gay: Balkan Spring of Sexual Revolution
March 7 - 17, 2019
Ellen Stewart Theatre